CCH® Tagetik
Cash Flow Planning

Get control of your cash. Whether you need to run simulations to optimize short-term cash requirements or play what-if
analysis by varying payment terms, CCH Tagetik’s Cash Flow Planning & Analysis immediately displays the results on your
financial statements.
You can then choose the scenario that optimizes your cash position.
To give you the best coverage of invested capital - and satisfy your stakeholders’ need for maximum value - use our integrated
planning solution to put financial KPI targets at the heart of cash flow, balance sheet and P&L statement preparations. For
more precise cash flow projections, use our direct cash flow drivers to create accurate balance sheets, build realistic cash flow
plans and manage cash effectively. Reduce financial risk and improve liquidity with CCH Tagetik.

Always know much much working capital you
have on hand. Use this app to monitor the
impact of cash, net working capital, and net
financial position on forecasts. Using dynamic
reporting and analysis tools, you can produce
detailed cash management analysis and focus
on the most important ratios to satisfy your
stakeholders’ needs.

Align your enterprise. Produce more accurate
budgets and forecasts with a single unified
system for all your data and CPM processes. Go
beyond traditional planning by connecting
strategic,
financial,
departmental,
and
operational plans.
Align all your financial and operational data
around a single version of the truth and see
how a change in strategy plays out on the P&L,
balance sheet, and cash flow statement.

Navigate market uncertainty with the tools to
test your assumptions confidently. Instantly
project cash flow scenarios to see the impacts
on your fixed costs. When you need to vary
financial policy rules like DSO, DPO, PL
amounts, financing and investments, the app
immediately showcases the P&L, balance sheet,
and cash flow impact.

Whether market conditions force change on
you or you’re considering a new course of
action, simulate the effects of various scenarios
to determine cash requirements or cash
impacts. With rapid processing, you can update
assumptions, adjust drivers and see the entire
chain of effect on all corresponding plans and
financial statements.

CCH Tagetik is powered by our data engine, the
Analytic Information Hub, which provides
granular operational driver-based planning,
boosts performance, manages vast volumes of
financial and operational data, speeds up
calculations, and produces results in real-time.

While purpose-built to be finance owned and
maintained, all departments have the ability to
plan and forecast while staying aligned. No
need to copy data. No need to bother IT. CFOs
can be confident their decisions are based on
accurate and updated figures. With version
control and communication tools, multiple
people can work in the same document
simultaneously.

CCH Tagetik Cash Flow Planning

Market uncertainty, changing strategy, unexpected business pivots
- cash requirements are always changing Make better decisions with instant simulations,
scenario analysis, and reforecasting
Business moves quickly, and even the smallest change to cashflow can
have cascading effects Ensure your business decisions work for long-haul Improve your visibility
into the long tail cash effect of your investments to with instant forecasting, projections, and
built-in cash flow intelligence

When it comes to planning cash, net working capital and net financial
position, instantly refresh pre-built reporting templates with the latest results Drill-down into
granular data to produce detailed cash management analysis that focuses on the most
important ratios

VP Product Management,
CCH Tagetik

Plan new strategies and initiatives based on the “in-house” cash and
long-term needs
Break down the cash-in, cash-out, and cash-needed
across all accounts and subcategories in a pre-configured chart of accounts
Simulate entity and consolidated balance sheet trends
according to any scenario horizon (forecast, budget, plan). Simulate financial income and
expenses to better gauge your short-term and long-term decisions
Since cash flow is often “subject to change without notice” our built-in
cash flow intelligence enables you to hedge liquidity, interest rate and currency
Create an income statement forecast with financial and
fiscal components with the confidence the balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow are
perfectly matched
: Purpose built

•

to be maintained by Finance,
reducing dependency on IT.
:

•

Consolidation, Planning and
Reporting in one solution
provide confidence in your data.
: Our implementation

•

This app is pre-packaged with checks and balances that ensure balance
sheet, P&L and cash flow matching . Double entry logic ensures your balance sheet remains
balanced
Streamline approvals, improve teamwork, and
reduce bottle necks with a built-in workflow that gives administrators the visibility to produce
cash flow reports faster. Approval and submission processes and for data collection and
aggregation
We offer a unified, integrated financial and performance management
solution that includes:

team and partners consistently
•

Financial Close and Consolidation

•

Production Cost Planning and Control

•

Budgeting , Forecasting , & Planning

•

Financial and Management Reporting

premise. On cloud. One solution.

•

Workforce Planning

•

Capital Expenses Planning

The choice is yours!

•

Profitability Analysis

•

Advanced Analytics & Dashboarding

deliver.
: On

•

Wolters Kluwer (WKL) is a global leader in professional information, software solutions, and services for the healthcare; tax and accounting; governance, risk and
compliance; and legal and regulatory sectors. We help our customers make critical decisions every day by providing expert solutions that combine deep domain
knowledge with technology and services. Wolters Kluwer reported 2020 annual revenues of €4.6 billion. The group serves customers in over 180 countries, maintains
operations in over 40 countries, and employs approximately 19,200 people worldwide. The company is headquartered in Alphen aan den Rijn, the Netherlands.
Wolters Kluwer shares are listed on Euronext Amsterdam (WKL) and are included in the AEX and Euronext 100 indices. Wolters Kluwer has a sponsored Level 1

American Depositary Receipt (ADR) program. The ADRs are traded on the over-the-counter market in the U.S. (WTKWY).
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